Thread Level Speculation (TLS) is a dynamic code parallelization technique proposed to keep the software in pace with the advances in hardware, in particular, to automatically parallelize programs to take advantage of the multicore processors. Being speculative, frameworks of this type unavoidably rely on verification systems that are similar to software transactional memory, and that require voluminous inter-thread communications or centralized registering of the performed memory accesses. The high degree of communication is against the basic principles of high performance parallel computing, does not scale with an increasing number of processor cores, and yields weak performance. Moreover, TLS systems often apply one unique parallelization strategy consisting in slicing a loop into several parallel speculative threads. Such a strategy is also against the basic principles since loops in the original serial code are not necessarily parallel and also, it is well-known that the parallel schedule must promote data locality which is crucial in obtaining good performance. This situation appeals to scalable and decentralized verification systems and new strategies to dynamically generate efficient parallel code resulting from advanced optimizing parallelizing transformations. Such transformations require a more complex verification system that allows intra-thread iterations to be reordered. In this paper, we propose a verification system of this kind, based on a model built at runtime and predicting a linear memory behavior. This strategy is part of the Apollo speculative code parallelizer which is based on an adaptation for dynamic usage of the polyhedral model.
Introduction
Automatically parallelizing sequential code became increasingly important with the advent of multicore processors. However, static approaches applied at compile-time fail in handling codes which contain intractable control and memory instructions. For instance, while-loops, indirect array references or pointer accesses cannot generally be disambiguated at compile-time, thus preventing any automatic parallelization based exclusively on static dependence analysis. Such a situation appeals for the development of runtime parallelization systems, which are granted more power by the information discovered dynamically. Runtime parallelization techniques of loop nests are usually based on thread-level speculation (TLS) [1-3] frameworks, which optimistically allow the parallel execution of code regions before all dependences are known. Hardware or software mechanisms track register and memory accesses to determine if any dependence violation occur. In such cases, the register and memory state is rolled back to a previous valid state and sequential re-execution is initiated. Traditional TLS systems perform a simple, straightforward parallelization of loop nests by simply slicing the outermost loop into consecutive parallel threads [1, 2, 4] . Verifying the speculations consists in ensuring that the schedule of the accesses to shared memory locations in the parallel code matches the one of the original code. This general verification principle is made simple in the case of straightforward parallelization, since each parallel thread consists of a slice of successive iterations of the original serial loop nest, thus following internally the original sequential schedule. Modest performance improvements have been reported, due to an expensive verification system and poor parallelizing transformations. The verification system requires communication among the parallel threads to share which memory addresses are accessed, in order to detect conflicts and preserve memory coherency by rollbacking the delinquent threads. This strategy yields a high communication traffic that is significantly penalizing performance, and which is against the general optimization principles in parallel computing. Another important consequence is that a centralized verification system does not scale with the number of processor cores. This situation calls for a different strategy where each thread takes part independently in the verification of the global correctness of the speculative parallelization. Additionally, as soon as a dependence is carried by the outermost loop, it leads to numerous rollbacks, consequently, performance drops. Moreover, even if infrequent dependences occur, there is no guarantee that the resulting instruction schedule improves performance. Indeed, poor data locality and a high amount of data shared between the threads can yield a parallel execution slower than the original sequential one. To gain efficiency, TLS systems must handle more complex code optimizing transformations that can be selected at runtime, depending on the current execution context.
In this paper, we propose a verification strategy as an answer to these drawbacks. Our solution relies on a prediction model which is built by first observing a small sample of the target loop nest execution, and then it is used to verify the speculatively optimized and parallelized code, during execution. The parallel code is generated by applying advanced code transformations, thus, the iteration schedule in the parallel threads is no longer in accordance with the original serial schedule of the iterations. This is equivalent to saying that iterations are reordered not only across threads, but also within a thread. Yet, the parallel schedule is semantically correct as long as the prediction model holds. Each thread verifies independently that its execution is compliant with the prediction model, hence the verification is entirely de-centralized. The model adopted in this work to reason about the loop transformations is an adaptation of the polyhedral model to dynamic and speculative parallelization.
The polyhedral model [5] , originally designed for compile-time loop optimization and parallelization, is known to show immense benefits for loops with linear iteration counts and array accesses. Such loops are characteristic to scientific codes or kernels designed for embedded systems. However, frequently, applying the polyhedral model
